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COMPLEXITY ESTIMATION OF A 2D/3D CONVERSION

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to a technique for facilitating the conversion of two-dimensional

images into three-dimensional images.

BACKGROUND ART

Consumer demand for 3-dimensional image content has grown dramatically. Content

owners have sought to meet the increased demand by converting existing 2-dimensional

content into 3-dimensional content. To convert a movie from 2-dimensions into 3-

dimensional requires significant preliminary analysis in order to determine the complexity of

such conversion (e.g., the number of scenes, distribution of scene length, occlusions and scene

complexity). Knowing the these details, henceforth to be known as conversion complexity,

enables more accurate cost estimates and allows a better assessment of the likely outcome of

the 2D to 3D conversion.

Currently, estimation of the overall 2D to 3D conversion complexity and hence, cost

estimation is determined manually on a scene-by-scene basis. Manual complexity

determination incurs high expense in term of the resources necessary to make such a

determination. No known automated mechanisms exist for determining the overall

complexity of the 2D to 3D conversion and therefore, the likely cost.

Thus, a need exists for an automated technique for determining the complexity of

converting a 2-dimensional image into a 3-dimensional image.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly, in accordance with a preferred embodiment, a method for determining the

cost, complexity and likely success of a 2D to 3D conversion commences by first determining

how many different scenes exist within the image content. Each scene then undergoes

analysis to determine its complexity. The scene complexities are added to the boundary



complexity and the total gets weighted to yield an overall indication of the complexity of

converting the content from 2-dimensions to 3-dimensions. The complexity indication serves

to help determine both the cost and likely success of the 2D to 3D conversion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGURE 1 depicts a block schematic view of a system, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment with the present principles, for determining the complexity of converting image

content from 2-dimensions into 3-dimensions to facilitate making a decision whether to

undertake such conversion;

FIGURE 2 depicts, in flow chart form, a first method in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present principles practiced by the system of FIG, 1 for determining the

complexity of converting image content from 2-dimensions into 3-dimensions;

FIGURE 3 depicts, in flow chart form, a second method, in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the present principles practiced by the system of FIG, 1 for

determining the complexity of converting image content from 2-dimensions into 3-

dimensions; and

FIGURE 4 depicts an example of background occlusion/unocclusion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIGURE 1 depicts a block schematic diagram of a system 0 in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the present principles for determining the complexity of converting

image content from 2-dimensions into 3-dimensions to facilitate making a decision whether to

undertake such conversion. Such image content typically takes the form of film or video

containing a succession of scenes. The system 10 comprises an image content ingestion stage

12, which receives 2-dimensional image content in the form of film or video as described.

The image content received by the content ingestion stage 12 undergoes processing at a

complexity determination stage 14 which automatically determines the complexity of

converting image content from 2-dimensions into 3-dimensions. The complexity

determination stage 14 typically comprises an image-pre processor 1 in the form of one or

more computers, that automatically performs the complexity determination in the manner



described hereinafter. Although not shown, the image pre-processor 15 has associated with it

one or more user input devices such as a mouse and keyboard.

The complexity determination made automatically by the complexity determination

stage 14 is received by an output stage 16, which typically takes the form of a display device

such as a monitor 18 or the like.

In practice, the process of converting 2D to 3D images generally requires significant

resources and much manual effort. Thus, knowing in advance the cost and complexity will

often determine whether to undertake the process at all. Assuming that the complexity and

hence the cost do not mitigate against 2D to 3D image conversion, having additional guidance

as to how such scenes might ultimately appear, and indeed, whether such scenes can indeed be

converted automatically will prove useful when undertaking the actual conversion process.

To that end, the system 10 of FIG. 1 preferably can include an image converter 19 capable of

automatically performing a simple 2D to 3D conversion of the image content. The converted

3D image produced by the image converter typically will not possess the necessary quality for

audience viewing. Indeed, the actual process for converting 2D to 3D images associated with

a feature length motion picture often takes months of manual effort using sophisticated

algorithms executed on powerful computers. Rather, the 2D to 3D image conversion

performed by the image converter 19 serves as a guide to identify which scenes will render

better than others, as well as which scenes may not render well at all. Techniques exist within

the art for converting 2-dimensional images to 3-dimensional images. To perform such image

conversion, the image converter 19 typically will undertake the following steps with respect to

the image content: (1) reconstructing the camera path, (2) matching images to obtain

correspondence, and (3) propagating image depth by generating a dense disparity map.

As will be discussed hereinafter, the complexity determination made by the

complexity determination stage 1 of FIG. 1 represents a weighted combination of the

complexities of the individual scenes within the image content. In addition to providing the

image converter 1 with an overall complexity determination, the processor 5 can also

provide the individual scene complexities as well.

Referring to FIG. 1, the structure of the image content ingestion stage 2 will depend

on the nature of the image content. For image content in the form of motion picture film, the

content ingestion stage 12 would include a film scanner 20 capable of converting the film

images into digital signals. For image content already in electronic form such as content



recorded on a magnetic, optical or solid-state media, the content ingestion stage 12 would

include a content reader 22 capable of reading the media storing the image content.

FIGURE 2 depicts, in flow-chart form, the steps of a first process 200 in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present principles for determining the complexity of

converting the image content from 2-dimensions to 3-dimensions. The complexity obtained

by the method 200 of FIG. 2 enables generation of information that provides an estimate of

the expected time and cost of the conversion process.

The method 200 of FIG. 2 commences with step 202 during which the image pre¬

processor 15 of the complexity determination stage 14 of FIG. 1 estimates the scene

boundaries in order to isolate each of the scenes. For uncompressed image content, boundary

scene estimation can occur in several ways. One approach would be to analyze each frame in

relation to a subsequent frame. In practice, the presence of a large difference (∆) within the

image content from one frame to the next usually constitutes a scene change indicative of a

scene boundary. (This technique finds application in encoders to enable a determination of

where to insert reference frames.) The difference between frames not only enables

determination of the start and end points for each scene, but also allows a determination of the

total number of scenes. The number and duration of the scenes within the image content has

significant relevance to the 2-dimensional to 3-dimensional conversion process as the process

requires careful management of each scene boundary which represents a significant portion of

the overall cost.

The complexity of each scene constitutes another key factor in determining the likely

success of 2-dimensional to 3-dimensional conversion of image content. Highly complex

scenes often do not translate well into a 3-dimensional image having a pleasing visual

appearance. Significant re-work in the conversion process often becomes necessary to make

such scenes appear acceptable. As with scene detection, the determination of complexity

constitutes a known process employed by variable bit rate encoders, where the more motion

and complexity in a scene results in a higher the amount of bits applied by the encoder to that

portion of the image content.

As described in greater detail hereinafter, each scene and each boundary typically

undergo analysis independently to determine complexity and to associate a corresponding

rating. The process defines each scene's duration and an associated complexity rating.

Multiplying the scene's duration and complexity with appropriate weighting factors and then

summing the results yields an overall value for estimating the cost and difficulty of



performing the 2-dimensional to 3-dimensional conversion. The cost and difficulty will

reflect the likely quality of the outcome of the conversion process and viewing experience of

users (based on how much of the image content exceeds a predetermined complexity

threshold.)

If the image content exists in compressed form, the content typically will undergo

decompression by a decoder (not shown) prior to receipt by the image pre-processor 15 of

FIG. 1. Alternatively, the processor 5 of the complexity determination stage 4 can make

use of compressed image content by leveraging some of the work already performed during

the compression process. For example, typical compression techniques often tag scenes

independently, or provide tags for reference frames, which can occur at irregular intervals,

thus representing scenes in the image content. While tags can occur at regular intervals that

represent scenes, such tags can also exist within the image content when in an uncompressed

state. Thus, such tags can undergo a comparison with previous scenes to determine the

difference (∆) to see if the tag represents a scene boundary.

Following determination of the scene boundaries, an examination of the bit rate (the

amount of bits per time period) for a given scene can yield a measure of the complexity of

compressed, variable bit rate image content. Broadly, the higher the bitrate, the higher the

complexity of the information. Thus, image content recorded on a DVD or Blu-ray disk using

variable bit rate encoding can constitute a good source of image content for approximating the

cost, complexity and likely success of a 2-dimensional to 3-dimensional conversion of such

image content.

A significant component of the cost of performing a 2D to 3D conversion of image

content, in the form of movie or the like, can be defined as a function of the number of scenes

(the more scenes, the higher the cost), the complexity of each scene, and the amount of change

between scenes, i.e. the complexity of the boundary/transition between consecutive scenes.

For instance, the complexity of image content like a movie can be computed as follows:

where N is the number of scenes in the movie, Lsfi is the length of scene S(i), CS is the

complexity of scene S(i), and C B ) is the complexity of scene boundary B(i), i.e., the boundary

between scenes S(i) and S(i+J). Note that the boundary complexity can be set to 0 and its



complexity split between the two surrounding scenes. In such case, the previous equation

becomes:

The complexity of a scene can be defined as a function of motion and texture of the

objects in the scene. Many moving, textured objects are more difficult to convert from 2-

dimensional to 3-dimensional than a few static, simple objects. For instance, the complexity

of a scene can be computed as follows:

where M represents the number of objects to be converted, L
OQ)

represents the duration within

the scene of object Ο , represents is a weighting factor in the range [0,1], represents

the complexity of the motion for object 0(j), and represents the complexity the of

texture of object 0(j).

A particular case can be defined assuming there is a single object, taking the entire

scene (i.e. all pixels from all images belonging to the scene). In such case, scene complexity

is computed as follows:

where motion complexity can be computed as follows:

and texture complexity can be computed as follows:

where N is the dimension of the image (in pixels), It(x,y) denotes pixel (x,y) at time t,

denotes the motion vector for pixel (x,y) at time t, Grad(.) denotes the gradient

operator, and ||.|| denotes the norm-2 operator.



The complexity of a transition between consecutive scenes varies in proportion to the

amount of change between such scenes. The amount of change can be computed based on the

difference between the last frame of one scene and the first frame of the following scene:

where the scene boundary is located between time t and t+1.

Still referring to FIG. 2, after estimating the scene boundaries during step 202, two

separate program loops 204 and 206 undergo execution, typically at the same time, to

determine the scene and boundary complexity, respectively. The scene complexity loop 204

begins with initialization of the scene complexity score to zero during step 208. Next,

identification of a given scene occurs during step 210. The identification step 210 typically

includes advancing the index variable for each successive scene, with the initial value of

the index variable being unity so as to indentify the first scene.

Following step 210, computation of the scene complexity occurs during step 212. The

computation of scene complexity occurs in accordance with Equation (1). Thereafter, the

scene complexity value computed during step 212 gets added during step 214 to the

complexity of the previous scene to obtain a total scene complexity value. During step 2 1 ,

execution of the loop 204 repeats until computation of the complexity of all of the scenes is

computed, whereupon execution of the loop 204 ends.

The boundary complexity loop 206 begins with initialization of the boundary

complexity score to zero during step 218. Next, identification of a given boundary occurs

during step 220. The identification step 210 typically includes advancing the index variable

( ) for each successive boundary, with the initial value of the index variable being unity to

identify the first scene boundary.

Following step 220, computation of the boundary complexity occurs during step 222.

Thereafter, the boundary complexity value computed during step 222 gets added during step

224 to the complexity of the previous boundary to obtain a total boundary complexity value.

During step 226, execution of the loop 206 repeat until computation of the complexity of all

of the boundaries is computed, whereupon execution of the loop 206 ends. After execution of

the loops 204 and 206, the total scene and boundary complexities get scaled and added

together during step 228 to yield a complexity value. As discussed previously, the complexity



value provides an indication of the overall complexity and cost of converting 2-dimensional

content into 3-dimensions.

FIGURE 3 depicts, in flow chart form, the steps of an alternate method 300. The

method 300 of FIG. 3 commences upon execution of step 302 during scene boundaries are

estimated. Any of several well known scene change detection methods can serve to

automatically estimate scene boundaries. See for instance the following publication and the

references cited therein. Cotsaces, C , Gavrielides, M. and Pitas, I. (2005), "A survey of

recent work in video shot boundary detection", Proceedings of 2005 Workshop on Audio-

Visual Content and Information Visualization in Digital Libraries, available at

http://poseidon.csd.auth.gr/papers/PUBLISHED/CONFERENCE/pdfi'Cotsaces05a.pdf. Thereafter, a

scene complexity determination loop 303 undergoes execution, beginning with initialization

of the scene complexity score to zero during step 304. Next, identification of a given scene

occurs during step 306. The identification step 306 typically includes advancing the index

variable (z) for each successive scene, with the initial value of the index variable being unity

to identify the first scene.

Following step 306, computation of the scene complexity occurs during step 308. The

computation of scene complexity occurs in accordance with Equation (2). Thereafter, the

scene complexity value computed during step 308 gets added to the complexity of the

previous scene during step 3 to obtain a total scene complexity value. During step 312,

execution of the loop 303 repeat until computation of the complexity of all of scenes has

occurred, whereupon execution of the loop 303 ends. After execution of the loops 303, the

total scene and boundary complexities get scaled and added together during step 314 to yield a

complexity value. As discussed previously, the complexity value provides an indication of

the overall complexity and cost of converting 2-dimensional content into 3-dimensions.

OBJECT OCCLUSION

Another important aspect to estimate the complexity of the 2D to 3D conversion

process it the amount of occluded areas that will be uncovered in the estimated view of the 3D

stereoscopic pair, as the process of filling in these uncovered areas with the appropriate

information (typically known as inpainting) is time consuming and expensive.

As illustrated in FIG. 4, the position (in the image plane) of objects will change between the

left view (corresponding to the input 2D video in the provided example) and the right view



(estimated right view of the 3D stereoscopic video). The dotted lines in FIG. 4 represent the

projection to the left image plane; dashed lines represent the projection to the right image

plane. A portion of the background which was covered on the left image becomes visible on

the right image. Similarly, a portion of the background which was uncovered on the left

image becomes invisible on the right image. This change in relative position is due to the

difference in viewpoint between left and right images and the depth of the objects, resulting in

areas which were not visible in the original view becoming visible in the estimated view, and

vice versa; e.g. background area in FIG. 4 . The additional complexity caused by object

occlusions can be taken into account by factoring in baseline length and object depth to the

overall conversion cost.

Complexity change due to baseline length

In a particular embodiment, the overall conversion complexity could be increased/decreased

based on the ratio between the actual baseline length and reference baseline length:

where B is the reference baseline length (corresponding to typical view separation), and Ba is

the actual baseline length used in the conversion. When Ba > B , the conversion cost

increases, since larger baselines imply larger uncovered areas. Conversely, when Ba < Br the

conversion cost decreases due to the smaller uncovered areas.

The conversion cost can be factored into the scene conversion cost (e.g. equation

8) by simple multiplication:

Complexity change due to object depth

Similarly, object complexity can be scaled up or down based on the depth of the

object. In particular, the more an object "moves" between the original view and the estimated

view, the larger the uncovered area could be and therefore the higher the cost (as more pixels



have to be inpainted). The amount of displacement depends on the depth of the object and the

focal distance, and it's known as disparity. Given the disparity d0 and height h of object O

(all units in pixels) the amount of uncovered area can be factored into the object conversion

cost (i.e. summation term of Equation 10) as follows:

(Equation 1)

where |.| denotes absolute value, ?ma denotes the typical maximum disparity and 2max denotes

the maximum object height (typically equal to image height). W d is a weighting factor larger

than 0 which controls how sensitive the overall object conversion cost is to object occlusion;

the larger W , the higher the conversion cost increase. In a typical application, equals 10,

which doubles the conversion cost of objects with medium disparity (do - 20) and fairly large

height ho = 40% image height), assuming max = 80. Note that max is just a reference

disparity value, it's possible that d0 be larger than dm .

A more complex criterion that takes into account the depth of multiple objects

simultaneously could also be used to estimate conversion costs. An object with large disparity

should entail a large uncovered area. However, if such object is surrounded by other objects

with similarly large disparities, the actual uncovered area will be much smaller than

anticipated. (Just for the purpose of conversion cost estimation, object interactions do not

seem necessary to be taken into account).

OBJECT DETECTION & CHARACTERIZATION

In order to estimate the conversion cost, some information about the objects present in

the scene becomes necessary, namely their shape and location (from where height and be

derived) and the corresponding depth / disparity.

Approximate information is enough for conversion cost estimation. So, in a fully

manual approach an operator could simply sketch the contour of the objects , for one or more

key frames of each scene, and assign to each a relative disparity (low, med, high; in front or

behind the screen plane).

It is also possible to automate the object detection and characterization steps. Key

frames can be automatically extracted by following fixes rules (e.g. first, last, and central



frame of each scene, 1 key frame every 10 seconds of video, etc.) or by applying some of the

existing algorithms. Object boundaries can be automatically detected using foreground /

background separation techniques. Both steps can also be combined in a joint approach. Once

objects have been defined, their depth can also be automatically estimated. However, in most

cases manual depth estimation is more accurate and faster.

2D TO 3D COMPLEXITY ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 show the basic steps to estimate the complexity of the 2D to 3D

conversion process, the former using Eq. 1, the latter Eq. 2. The equations provided in the

previous sections serve as example on how to compute the complexity of each scene. Any of

the automatic scene change detection methods present in the state of the art can be used to

automatically compute scene boundaries.

An additional part of the process may also include prioritization of particular objects

for special attention during the conversion process. This could, for example, be particular

characters, such as Woody and Buzz in Toy Story that would need to be either detected, using

object or face recognition technology, or in a semi-automated fashion as the content is being

processed.

The foregoing describes a technique for determining the complexity of converting

image content from 2-dimensions to 3-dimensions.



CLAIMS

1. In an image pre-processor, a method for processing 2-dimensional image

content having a plurality of scenes, comprising the steps of:

determining how many scenes exist within the image content;

determining complexity of each scene;

adding the scene complexities to a boundary complexity value to yield an overall

complexity value indicative of the complexity of converting of image content from 2-

dimensions to 3-dimensions;

undertaking calculation of the cost of conversion and likely success rate of the image

content from 2-dimensions to 3-dimensions.

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein the step of determining how many

scenes exist within the image content includes the steps of:

determining scene boundaries; and

determining scene durations ,.

3. The method according to claim 2 wherein the step of determining scene

boundaries includes the steps of determining whether the difference between successive

scenes exceeds a threshold value.

4. The method according to claim 1 wherein the boundary complexity value

comprises a sum of the complexities of individual scene boundaries.

5. The method according to claim 4 wherein individual scene complexity is

determined by determining motion and texture within the scene.

6. The method according to claim 5 wherein individual scene complexity further

includes determining object occlusion within the scene.

7. The method according to claim 1 further comprising the step of automatically

performing a limited 2D to 3D conversion of the image to generate a guide for subsequent

manual 2D to 3D image conversion.



8. The method according to claim 4 wherein the boundary complexities are

established contemporaneously with the scene complexities.

9. Apparatus for processing 2-dimensional image content having a plurality of scenes,

comprising:

means for determining how many scenes exist within the image content;

means for determining complexity of each scene; and

means for adding to the scene complexities to a boundary complexity value to yield an

overall complexity value indicative of the cost and likelihood of success of converting of

image content from 2-dimensions to 3-dimensions;

10. The apparatus according to claim 9 further including

means for performing a limited 2D to 3D conversion of the image content to yield a

guide for

1. Apparatus for processing 2-dimensional image content having a plurality of

scenes, comprising:

a content ingestion stage for receiving image content; and

a complexity determination stage for automatically determining a complexity value

associated with of converting of image content from 2-dimensions to 3-dimensions; and

12. The apparatus according to claim 11 wherein the content ingestion stage

includes a film scanner for scanning a motion picture film to yield signals representative

thereof.

13. The apparatus according to claim wherein the content ingestion stage includes

a content reader for image content stored on one of magnetic, optical or solid-state media.

14. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein the complexity determination

stage comprises a processor.

15. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein the output stage includes a

display device for providing a visual display of the complexity of the image content.



16. The apparatus according to claim 11 wherein the output stage further includes

means for means for performing a limited 2D to 3D conversion of the image content to yield a

guide for manual 2D to 3D conversion.
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